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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
I am pleased to report that we have had a most successful year having added $92,000 to our total funds,
maintained our balance of enrolled supporters, and
increased the number of life governors by 37. We
have therefore reached a stage where we can be more
helpful to COs requesting financial grants for their
men. I thank all, whether life governors or enrolled
supporters, for their generous support to the Regimental Foundation. Many of our new life governors
became so through their regular pay donations using
the Army Pay System. Without this support from our
stalwarts we could not achieve our primary purpose
of providing immediate financial support to the men
of the Regiment and their families in times of their
distress caused by the exigencies of their service.
This financial improvement also allows us to assist in
matters that improve the quality of life of the Regiment’s soldiers; and to present the Regiment to the
Nation.
We are concerned that many deserving cases that
might need our support are not reaching COs. We ask
that any who know of our ability to provide support
immediately report any needy cases through your
chain of command to your COs.
In this vein we warmly thank Mrs Shirley East,
widow of the late Colonel Colin East, for her extraordinary generosity in allowing the Trust Funds, initially donated to 4RAR, to be transferred to the Foundation on the departure of 4RAR (Commando) from
the RAR into their new identity as 2Cdo Regt; and
also her continued handsome annual donations to the
Foundation. As a result we will now award a trophy
to the top student of each of the ‘Platoon Commanders’ and ‘Platoon Sergeants’ courses at the School of
Infantry to be recorded on a special Honour Board at
the School as the Colin East Trophy.
We appreciate that the Regiment is flat out training in
Australia and on operational duties overseas with little respite, and is maintaining the tough and resilient
Australian Infantry reputation. To this I say, well
done and Duty First!
I hope that the publication of our new recruiting
booklet will help others understand who we are and
what we want to achieve. The booklet also enables
infantrymen to describe to their families and civilian
friends the basics of being an Infantryman. You
should be able to get a copy of this booklet at your
battalion orderly room. The pamphlet we believe has
already helped boost the number of supporters.

You can read elsewhere in this Bulletin about our
Annual Regimental Dinner, to which all supporters
are invited and at which we present the Hassett
Award for junior leadership.
As always, Duty First

Adrian Clunies-Ross
Major General A Clunies-Ross, AO, MBE, (Retd)
Chairman
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REGIMENTAL COLONEL’S MESSAGE
As the Regimental Colonel, let me first note with
continued deep pride the consistent high performance
of the Regiment’s units, subunits and individuals
while deployed on operations. The RAR’s young
(and not so young) are performing at levels that bring
nothing but praise and admiration from those that
look on from the side lines. This remains particularly
the case with our junior leaders.
The last year has seen RAR soldiers continue great
work in both regional operations and those further
afield. We have seen the 2RAR based battle group
back from complex operations in Timor Leste. We
see 8/9RAR now on the ground there. We have also
seen increased action in its various collective and
individual tasks in Afghanistan, while we have reductions in Iraq with the ceasing of Operation CATALYST. In Afghanistan we have seen the great work
and efforts by the 7RAR based battle group MentorRAR Foundation
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ing & Reconstruction Task Force (MRTF1), built
upon by the 1RAR based Mentoring & Reconstruction Task Force MRTF2 and indeed, as I write this
message, the 6RAR based MTF3 stands post in
Oruzgan Province coming to grips with the Taliban.
Also as I write, the 5RAR based battle group prepares to replace 6RAR. I have been particularly impressed with the efforts in training and then fighting
along side our Afghan allies on the ground. But
these operations have come at a cost; and I take this
moment to formally recognise the RAR’s dead and
wounded. I mark also the casualties from Army’s
other Corps members of the Combined Arms & Services Team in recent times.
More generally, I note the RAR’s future growth and
development path. We have seen 7RAR, 5RAR, and
now 8/9RAR grow in capability very rapidly – the
latter unit now deployed on its first operational deployments since its re-raising. This last fact is a
credit to every member of that battalion that has
made it possible. We see the CO of 7RAR planning
the move of that battalion complete to its new home
in South Australia over this coming Christmas leave
period. Finally, we see 3RAR’s move to Townsville
to join 1RAR and 2RAR imminent.
These are also dynamic times in terms of combat
development. The RAR has a responsibility to do
whatever it can to ensure that it remains at the forefront in terms of developing its tactics, its equipment, and its training to suit the contemporary operating environment. During the RAR National Conference last year, I had predicted that the Infantry
2012 initiative – now formally known as Infantry
Modernisation - would bring some challenges but
also great rewards in terms of greater flexibility and
hitting power at the section, platoon and company
levels – the foundation building blocks of Army’s
tactical capability. These views have only been reinforced with the fantastic training, testing and evaluation work done by 2RAR during their deployment
into Timor Leste. Their efforts have provided some
very powerful insights and hard-edged practical input into the potential of Infantry Modernisation.
More generally, in some ways our Infantry Modernisation has stolen a march on an even more comprehensive force development initiative. This is the
Combat Force Modernisation Review (FMR). This
FMR will start by reviewing the way Army fights
now, and how it sees itself fighting in two decades
time. These matters are being informed by our recent (and past) operational experiences.

There are also informed by our requirements to raise,
train and sustain high-end Infantry force elements for
a small professional Army for longer term commitments such as we have been engaged in over the last
decade. It is also being shaped by our development
of the ADF Amphibious Capability, and the need to
generate and sustain potentially embarked forces at
high readiness – including Infantry. This FMR has
already started to question some of our current Infantry war fighting and structural approaches. The RAR
needs to fully (and formally) answer or help answer
many questions related to these issues. Do all regular Army Brigades need to look the same? Do all
Infantry battalions need to look the same (again)?
These are tough questions that demand robust debate. They are also important questions. It will be
the FMR that defines the context, for example, of
project LAND400. This project will see the replacement of all of Army’s armoured vehicle fleet, less
tanks. So questions about ideas such as Mechanisation and Motorisation, along with all other configurations of the Infantry capability, will be in the spotlight in 2010 and 2011.
In closing I would summarise by remarking that the
Regiment is very busy on a broad range of fronts. It
is growing fast, it is moving (literally in the case of
two battalions), and it is being tested again in battle.
Members of the Regiment are in need of all the support they and their families can get at this dynamic
time. In my view, all these points simply highlight
and amplify the importance and relevance of the
Foundation to the Regiment’s members. As the
Regimental Colonel, I would ask all to get behind
and support your Regimental Foundation.
Mick Moon
Brigadier
Regimental Colonel
The Royal Australian Regiment

LCPL Sam Foale (CT-A, 1RAR) patrols through a field
of marijuana and clearly seems to be
enjoying the experience.
RAR Foundation
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SECETARY’S REPORT
I would like to offer my sincere thanks to the unit
correspondents who contributed articles to make this
Bulletin so meaty for readers. I well appreciate that
such contributions are potentially not high on the
priority. My thanks for your efforts and support.
To follow on from the Regimental Colonel’s message, we regret that neither 6RAR’s nor 9RAR’s activities can be reported in this edition. Both are heavily committed to operations and are bound by security restrictions. We wish them every success.

HASSETT AWARD FOR LEADERSHIP
The nominees for the Hassett Award for the best junior leader in the Regiment in 2009 were:
1RAR-LT Ryan Sharp
2RAR-CPL Damian Woods
3RAR-CPL Shane Brown
5RAR-CPL James Stone
6RAR–LT Jarrod Turner
7RAR-LT Bradley Freeman
8/9RAR-CPL Etienne Fabre
School of Infantry-CPL Ryan Haggerty
Our assessors for this award were: our Colonel Commandant, Major General Hori Howard; Chairman of
the Foundation, Major General Adrian Clunies-Ross;
the Regimental Colonel, Brigadier Mick Moon; and
the Foundation Secretary, Brigadier John EssexClark. As predicted by the panel and as experienced
in previous years all eight citations were outstanding.
Assessing the winner was again very difficult but the
unanimous decision was the selection of LT Bradley
Freeman of 7RAR.
Edited extracts of the CO’s citation concerning LT Freeman:
Bradley Freeman, an RMC 2007 graduate was posted to
7RAR and attended an Infantry Regimental Officer Basic
Course in 2008. Warned for operations and despite his
inexperience LT Freeman was assigned to regroup, train
and command a motorised platoon group with two cavalry vehicles as part of 7RAR’s Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force This platoon group quickly established itself as a cohesive and highly capable task organisation.
Throughout the nine months of the Battle Group deployment LT Freeman quickly gained the respect of his group,
consistently representing their best interests in a robust
and professional manner while demonstrating strong
leadership and tactical acumen of the highest order.
Early in the deployment both LT Freeman and his platoon
sergeant were wounded by an IED explosion that saw him

Lieutenant Bradley Freeman receiving the Hassett
Award from Lieutenant General M. Evans, AO, DSC
Chief of Joint Operations,
RMC Duntroon October 2009

temporarily unconscious from blast injuries. He quickly
regained control of the platoon and directed an aggressive and effective follow-up action ensuring the enemy
could not exploit the effects of the attack.
LT Freeman commanded his platoon group in all major
Combat operations displaying a high level of tactical agility and flexibility within a range of diverse operations. In
a significant operation clearing the Dorafshan area of a
concentrated enemy force his platoon was instrumental in
fixing a large number of the enemy for subsequent destruction through aggressive reaction and disciplined and
effective direct fire.
On numerous occasions the platoon was allocated tasks to
reinforce Afghan Army operations. On one such operation the platoon was re-tasked at immediate notice to reinforce a mentored Afghan platoon that had been ambushed
sustaining three Australian casualties. Lt Freeman’s tactical judgement and aggression secured the contact area
to allow successful aero-medical evacuation and a comprehensive counter attack.
Lt Freeman’s conduct as a platoon commander within
7RAR has been exemplary and has met the highest expectations of a junior leader within the Royal Australian
Regiment.
RAR Foundation
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FINANCIAL REPORT
In a nutshell, the Foundation’ financial position is as
follows:
•
Assets at the end of last financial year totalled
$401,738.
•
Assets now stand at $403,751. This includes
funds from 4RAR (to be held and invested for
reassignment should 4RAR be again raised)
and funds from the Colin East (4RAR) Trust.
Grants were made to 6RAR and 9RAR Museum
totalling $5,000.
8/9RAR reported that the grant given in December
2009 allowed the 9RAR Museum to present memorabilia is a very professional manner through purchase of mannequins, display cases, and fittings
within a secure environment. The museum has directed further information on its activities to its website, encouraged visitors to the old remount area at
Gallipoli Barracks, Enoggera and advised contact
via email on webmaster@9rargld.org or phoning
0409 067 646.

an Infantryman, Our Regiment, Your Foundation,
Membership, Relationship with the RAR Association and Other Activities of the Foundation.
The booklet is available on the Foundation's web
site. Life Governors and supporters are encouraged
to publicise the Booklet widely among family,
friends and especially potential benefactors. Should
anyone require additional hard copies, these may be
obtained by contacting the Foundation Office.
RAR Foundation Christmas Cards
Foundation fund raising Christmas cards are again
available in bundles of ten at $22.00 including postage and handling. They may also be purchased at
the Foundation Office at ten for $19.50. Cards are
A6 in size, glossy, with a plain inscription “With
best wishes for Christmas and the New Year” inside, and an image of the RAR Colours at the Australian War Memorial in 1998 on the outside.

6RAR used its grant to assist in the cost of a visit by
unit personnel to the Long Tan battlefield. We understand the visit was successful allowing a much
fuller appreciation of the ground and tactical reality
of the battle.
NEWS ITEMS
RAR Foundation Booklet
The Chairman's Report mentioned the newly produced recruiting booklet, a copy of which many of
you have already received. This booklet, Serving
the Regiment, updates our earlier edition and aside
from offering an enrolment / renewal form and contact details for the Foundation, includes sections
dealing with: How the Foundation Operates, What is

Foundation Christmas Card

2009 Annual Foundation Dinner
The Dinner at the Officers’ Mess at RMC Duntroon
was again an outstanding success with present and
past members of the Regiment recounting their
memories, successes and amusing times. We again
thank RMC for its generosity in allowing us to use
the Mess.

Foundation Dinner 28 October 2010
This year the Foundation will be celebrating the Regimental Birthday with its annual dinner at the Royal Military College, Duntroon, Officers' Mess at 7.00pm for 7.30pm on Thursday 28 October 2010.
The Hassett Award will also be presented on this occasion. Dress will be lounge suit with medals or decorations. Cost
is $75.00 per head.
To secure your place, please book and pay no later than 5 October, by:
• advising us by mail or email of your acceptance;
• making your payment; and
• advising us if you have any special dietary requirements.
Payment may be made by cheque to the RARF; or by direct Bank Deposit to Account Name: RAR Foundation; BSB:
112 908; Account Number: 043 368 817, including in the description: “2010 Surname/Dinner”.

RAR Foundation
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LTGEN Mark Evans presented the Hassett Award to
LT Bradley Freeman with a stirring statement of the
Regiment now and in the future.

Subscriptions to the Foundation
New supporters should download the application
form from the website: www.rarfoundation.org.au.

The Colin East Legacy
The widow of the late Colin East, Mrs Shirley East,
made a most handsome donation to commemorate
her husband’s infantry service. The donation was
first made to 4RAR but with their redesignation of
the battalion to 2Cdo Regt she asked that the bequest
be the responsibility of the RAR Foundation for the
benefit of the RAR and its families.

For renewals, there are options listed on that form.
We recommend that supporters use the newly arranged and approved facility of making an Army
Pay Allotment (Option a).

The Foundation in concert with the Colonel Commandant, Regimental Colonel and the CO of the
School of Infantry instituted an award to the top solider of the Combined Infantry Platoon Commanders
and Platoon Sergeants courses run bi-annually at the
School. The first award is awaited. The winner’s
Honour Board and a photograph of Colonel Colin
East are shown in the accompanying photo. The
narrative with the photo is shown superimposed on
the honour board.

Remember the Regiment in your Will by including a
donation. You can be assured that all such donations will be used by the Foundation to offer support
and comfort to the soldiers of the Regiment and their
dependants.
Application for Foundation Grants
Requests for grants must be made through unit COs.
Foundation staff do not have the necessary insight
into the full circumstances underlying a request and
rely heavily on commanding officers to validate the
request and to confirm the use made of the funds
provided.

COLONEL COLIN EAST, MBE
Colin East was a feisty leader, always challenging his juniors
professionally and also physically in feats of strength and balance. He was an exemplary leader/teacher and his men admired
him greatly. He was a cunning yet pugnacious tactician but this
was blended with abundant common sense and pragmatism.
When Colin was the first overseas and Australian student at
SESKOAD, the Indonesian Staff College, the Australian Ambassador at the time said that East’s feisty and clinically aggressive
style and tactical flair was an Australian deterrent worth three
brigades. An original member of the Royal Australian Regiment
after he had fought in the Middle East, New Guinea and Balikpapan, he fought with 1RAR in Korea, and finally as the CO of
4RAR in Malaysia.

Colin East Honour Board
School of Infantry
RAR Foundation
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Are You Financially Current?
We rely on your continued support and again thank
those who remain current with their membership. An
indication of your financial status is given with this
Newsletter. An annotation on the top right corner of
the envelope label states the year to which you are
financially current. So, the annotation ‘F2009’ indicates that you are current until December 2009.
Those in arrears are urged to update their status.

tion of Uruzgan Province, it required the force elements to be divided into groups ranging from company strength to three man mentoring teams. The
extremely isolated Afghan environment, together
with broad climatic changes was punishing not only
on our equipment, but ourselves as well.

Marches of the Royal Australian Regimental
New and Revised Compact Disc
To commemorate the 60th Anniversary of the Regiment in 2008, a CD of regimental tunes and other
popular band music has been produced at RMC Duntroon and the Defence Force School of Music at Watsonia Barracks Victoria.
The CD is now available and can be purchased
through the RAR Foundation headquarters at a cost
of $18.00 including postage and handling.

1 RAR
CO: LTCOL Andrew Hocking
RSM: WO1 Darren Murch
Contributor: CAPT Cameron Grant
Home Base: Townsville
It has been a demanding 18 months for the officers
and soldiers of the 1st Battalion, Royal Australian
Regiment, pre-deployment training and subsequent
deployment to Afghanistan coupled with the difficult
task of administering the remainder of the battalion
left behind with a minimum of resources.
The men and women of all ranks from the second
Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force (MRTF-2)
displayed the finest qualities that Australian servicemen and women have become renowned for throughout the world. The Battle Group varied in size over
the nine month deployment from about 600 personnel at the beginning up to about 1000 men and
women at the peak of the deployment. The three services were represented and over 25 corps contributed
to the planning and execution of operations. The
Commanding Officer had at his disposal assets that
would normally only be allocated at Divisional level.
Battle grouping requires a careful balance of information collection, analysis, timely planning and battle procedure followed by well synchronised execution that often varied on the ground due to an everevolving cunning and determined enemy who lived
amongst the local nationals. Although the area of
operations was relatively small, many training areas
in Australia were larger than the Battle Group’s por-

MRTF-2 HE mission at Taliban rocket point of origin

The reliance on our junior leaders and private soldiers to understand the geographical environment
and human terrain in order to be in a position to provide security when needed but also to quickly escalate their posture to deal with a threatening situation
was vital for the coalition forces to continue to win
the favour of the local communities. Examples of
great courage and superb leadership were consistently applied by many of the Battle Group and were
recognised by the Commander Joint Task Force 633,
initially Major General Mark Kelly then Major General John Cantwell. Superior levels of achievement
were submitted for higher honours and awards and at
the time of writing this passage were still being considered by the different levels of command.
An outstanding example of selflessness was demonstrated after a grenade attack on one of our static
strong points known as a Platoon House. A soldier
was standing-to when he saw a grenade tumbling
through the air towards him. It appeared to be in slow
motion while he watched it tetter on the edge of the
wall then drop into a gap between the wall and the
roof. The blast knocked him viciously off his feet.
His section commander quickly rallied his men, this
soldier included, and went forward of the protection
of the Platoon House in search of the enemy. The
concussed soldier was completely disorientated and
RAR Foundation
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had lost his hearing but still commanded his manoeuvre group during the clearance.

casualties and credit must be given to the medics who
indiscriminately treated them and controlled the
scenes to enable evacuation.
There are endless stories that could be used to typify
how the Battle Group achieved success, a measure
that is hard to quantify, but through persistence and
the qualities that the Australian Army bring to a theatre a difference was definitely noticed from the beginning to the end of our tour. Primarily the Afghan National Army were more capable soldiers and the lives
and support of the local population was significantly
improved.

PTE Ben Lye (L) and PTE Reece Juergens (R), from CT-A
become Donkey Mounted Infantry

A platoon group from Bravo Company were situated
at another Platoon House for over 7 weeks with limited contact with other Australians. During this operation the platoon was involved in over 17 contacts
with the enemy, found a large amount of improvised
explosive devices (IEDs) and involved in IED blasts.
The exemplary leadership of the command team of
that platoon was able to maintain morale at an extremely high level and achieve success in the Mirabad Valley that directly impacted on the insurgents
and gained the support and trust of the local population in both MRTF-2 and the Afghan National Army.
One RAEME soldier from the Technical Support Platoon wore a double hat for one operation where he
was employed as a driver for a Bushmaster. His additional qualification as a driver above that of being a
mechanic saw him drive a fighting vehicle for an Infantry Section. During the few weeks behind the
wheel his vehicle struck two IEDs, luckily not injuring him or any of the passengers. None of his training
had prepared him for such a task, as he thought he
was only going to fix vehicles. He displayed great
determination to get on with the job and not be deterred with the precarious task of navigating through
a country where the next step was an unknown.
All of the medics were involved in mass casualty
situations that were caused by suicide bombers or
IEDs. These men and women were able to swiftly
engage their technical minds to divorce themselves
from the horror of such a sight and prioritise the casualties to provide life saving first aid. Australian soldiers, the Afghan Army and Police Force all suffered

The remainder of the Battalion who due to manning
caps were unable to deploy, were fighting a conflict
of their own. Despite the detailed planning & preparation, turmoil ensued when the government at short
notice confirmed the requirement to raise an additional mentoring company. It was the raising of this
additional company that consumed much of what was
to be the Rear Detail C2 staff & structure.
It was clear that despite everyone’s best endeavours
the lack of C2 & Staff was a real concern and
prompted the formation of Battle Group Lavarack
(BG-L). BG-L consisted of Rear Detail personnel
from 1 RAR, 2RAR & B SQN ¾ CAV REGT. Initially BG-L Units maintained their own ‘foot print’
however, the advantages of co-locating 1RAR &
2RAR in the one location were recognised and as
such 1 RAR Rear Details moved from Coral Lines to
Samichon Lines.

1RAR CT-A rehearsing air mobile operations

There were many demanding, challenging and highly
rewarding highlights throughout RD, particular highlights included the preparation and much anticipated
participation in the DoG Cup competition in Singleton. Our team was selected early and trained both day
& night in and out of barracks to achieve particularly
high standards in the Infantry skills & fitness required
to ensure success. Despite their very best of endeavRAR Foundation
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ours and after a hard fought competition the 1RAR
DoG Cup squad achieved a very credible second
place behind 2RAR.
With the return of MRTF-2 members in early 2010,
the battalion was reformed in March. High on the
CO’s agenda was the welfare and rehabilitation of all
members of the battalion. This saw the re-raising of
Delta Company to manage the rehab of those members in order to see them to return to the rifle companies.

various uniforms worn by 2RAR soldiers since the
creation of the 66th Battalion, the antecedent to
2RAR in 1945. Emplaced on the tables in front of
the diners were a collection of weapons that had
been either employed in battle or captured in such far
flung theatres as Korea, Malaya, Vietnam, Rwanda,
Timor Leste, Iraq or Aghanistan by 2RAR soldiers.
The mannequins positioned around the dining hall
symbolised the presence of the Battalion’s forebears
standing in silent witness to the actions of the current
custodians of the Battalion's hard won and cherished
heritage and reputation.

The remainder of the year will focus on specialist
and promotion courses and section and platoon level
training. This will slow the tempo of training, give us
time to rehabilitate ourselves and our families and as
phrased by the CO “get some much needed pillow
time with our partners!” This will set the foundations
for 1RAR to once again assume its Ready Battle
Group task in 2011 and prepare for our next mission,
where ever and when ever that may be.

2 RAR
Commanding Officer: LTCOL David Smith
RSM: WO1 John Pickett
Contributor: MAJ Chris Saultry
Home Base: Townsville
2010 has been a hectic year for 2RAR with the start
of the year seeing the Battalion return from its eight
month deployment to East Timor. Some well deserved leave was taken and the Battalion returned
from leave in mid April to commence a busy year
which includes three international exercise engagements along with the normal training activities. One
highlight to date has been the conduct of Samichon
Week for the Battalion.
Samichon Week 2010
The Battalion commenced Samichon Week activities
on the 24th July and it would be fair to say that
2RAR celebrated its 65th birthday and commemorated the 57th Anniversary of the Battle of the ‘Hook’
in fine style during the last week of July 2010. Indeed, 2RAR’s celebration of its Battalion history
during 2010 was the most inspiring, involving and
momentous conducted for many years.
The series of prominent and symbolic events commenced with the Regimental Dinner on the 24th of
July. It proved to be a Regimental Dinner with a difference. The senior non-commissioned officers, warrant officers and officers of the Battalion attending
the dinner were surrounded by mannequins from the
2RAR Historical Collection, who were dressed in the

Company Teams dash down the straight in the Chariot race
held as part of Sports Day

The Regimental Dinner culminated with the conduct
of a poignant and moving candlelit description of the
events leading up to the battle of the ‘Hook’ and the
execution of the battle itself. Relevant toasts were
infused into the presentation as the battle was described in detail utilising a room sized mud model.
On the Monday the Battalion sponsored the first
‘Blood (aka Sports) Day’ that has been conducted in
some years. It was Company versus Company – and
everyone united against Battalion HQ! It was on for
young and old. Rules – who needed them! Initiative,
teamwork and courage were the winners of the day
as Company teams engaged in battle oriented fitness
duals such as: tug-of-war, pressure ball, chariot
races, stores carries, and king of the ring, combat
casualty evacuation relays and strongest man competitions. Whilst many of the more ‘contact’ oriented
events often disintegrated into Company versus
Company melees, this only added to the celebratory,
entertaining and team building spirit of the event.
Drill, drill and more drill. The RSM had promised it
months in advance. Rest assured, he lived up to his
word. Over a three day period, the soldiers and officers of the Battalion reacquainted themselves with
complex drill movements that had not been employed since Initial Employment Training (IET) and
RAR Foundation
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Royal Military College respectively. A pause in the
gruelling drill regime was conducted on the Wednesday with the conduct of a Church Parade in Townsville’s magnificent St James Cathedral. This august
event, attended by the RAInf Head of Corps, BRIG
Mick Moon, the Honorary Colonel of the Royal Australian Regiment, MAJGEN Hori Howard, Commander of the 3rd Brigade, the Deputy Mayor of
Townsville, the Townsville Police Commissioner,
numerous veterans – some of whom fought with the
Battalion at the ‘Hook’ - gave thanks for the Battalion’s history and commemorated the service of those
69 soldiers who had given the ultimate sacrifice
whilst serving with the Battalion in Korea, Malaya,
Vietnam and Timor Leste. The sight of the Battalion's sacred colours being slow marched through the
majestic cathedral and being laid on the altar was a
stirring sight indeed.

following the commencement of the battle of the
‘Hook’. The Battalion ‘opened its gates’ for the first
time in many years. All of the key capabilities of the
Battalion – from Support Company specialist Platoons to Administration Company Combat Service
Support assets to the Infantry Battalion Modernisation empowered rifle Platoon were on display for
what was estimated to have been over 500 visitors.

The RSM’s diligent investment in the drilling of the
Battalion paid dividends Friday evening with the
conduct of the ‘2RAR Battle of the ‘Hook’ Commemoration and 65th Birthday Parade’ on the Battalion parade ground. The parade commenced with Reconnaissance Platoon and Sniper Force Elements air
landing via S70 WARHORSE onto the parade
ground and clearing the ground for follow on force
elements. Once the parade ground had been cleared,
force elements from the Battalion’s Mortar and Direct Fire Support Weapons Platoons inserted onto the
parade ground, conducted ‘crash action’ drills and
secured it. This movement was immediately followed by the rapid insertion and emplacement of a
troop of 105 mm guns from the 4th Field Regiment to
protect the rear of the Battalion parade ground. The
speed by which the soldiers from the Battalion’s
Mortar and DFSW Platoons and the gunners from
the 4th Field Regiment secured the Battalion’s hallowed parade ground was impressed parade participants and spectators alike.
The Battalion marched onto its revered parade
ground in the form of three guards provided by Support Company, Alpha Company and Charlie Company. Following the reception of the Battalion’s Colours, the Battalion marched past the reviewing officer, MAJGEN Morrison, AO, COMD FORCOMD,
in slow and quick time, with Support Company leading. As twilight merged into nightfall the Battalion
reformed into the shape of a ‘2’ and executed an exhilarating ‘feu de joie’. The firing of volleys by the
Battalion was supported by the explosive initiation
of the 4th Field Regiment guns.
The Battalion’s unprecedented week of celebration
and commemoration concluded 57 years and 7 days

Colour Party and escorts march the colours out of St
James Cathedral at the conclusion of the church service

Each of the stands conveyed a distinct ‘family’ approach with the handing out of Battalion Show Bags,
face painting with cam cream, opportunities for
families to sit inside a Blackhawk, demonstrations of
a Section attack, opportunities for children to ‘crawl’
into and occupy a Sniper and Reconnaissance hide,
the conduct of weapon ranges on the indoor WTTS
facility and multimedia presentations of SPT Coy
Force Elements ‘in action’.
Unfortunately, all good things come to an end. The
Battalion Ball, conducted the evening following the
Samichon Parade, providing a fitting and appropriate
RAR Foundation
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occasion to conclude what had been the most significant week of celebration and commemoration undertaken by the 2nd Battalion for many years. Cricket
legend and media personality Mike Whitney was the
Master of Ceremonies (MC) of the Ball. According
to Mike “it is a real privilege to be involved in such a
significant week for 2RAR. I am humbled to have
been invited. After seeing the superb capability displays during the Battalion Open Day and experiencing first hand the Battalion’s hospitality, I have no
doubt that you are ‘Second to None’’.
The celebration of the Battalion’s 65th birthday and
the commemoration of the 57th anniversary of the
battle of the ‘Hook’ will long be remembered by the
soldiers, NCOs and officers involved in the week of
festivities, the veterans who attended, the families
who witnessed the Church Parade, Samichon Parade
and Open Day and the many invited guests, both
military and civilian, who attended the events. It provided a rare and fitting opportunity for the current
soldiers, non-commissioned officers and officers of
the Battalion – the current custodians of the Battalion's heritage and reputation – to recall and derive
inspiration from the hard won reputation achieved by
their forbears and commit to perpetuating their legacy in perpetuum. Second To None!

Twilight feu de joie

3 RAR
Commanding Officer: LTCOL Trent Scott
RSM: WO1 Trevor Logan
Contributors:CAPT R W Newton and WO2 M Groves
Home Base: Holsworthy
Whilst 2009 was billed as a remediation and training
year for 3RAR after what felt like back-to-back operational commitments to East Timor, Iraq, Afghanistan and the Solomon Islands over the last few years
it was not long before the requirement to support
other 3 Brigade Units deploying on operations came

along. WO2 Michael Groves and I were both part of
the command team in Bravo Company before getting
the call to deploy in support of 1RAR in their role as
the Mentoring and Reconstruction Task Force – 2,
part of Australia’s growing commitment to operations in Afghanistan.
We were both to deploy as part of Operational Mentor and Liaison Teams (OMLT), affectionately
known as “Omelettes” and would be in the thick of
the action as we worked side by side with the Afghan
National Army (ANA) on operations. This was an
excellent opportunity not only for WO2 Groves and I
as individuals but also for the 3rd Battalion as a whole
as we would bring back much needed knowledge and
experience for when the Battalion, eventually, deploys to conduct operations in Afghanistan in its own
right. It also gave us the opportunity to work alongside members from our sister Battalion and from
across the 3rd Brigade. Hopefully we would be able
to bring a touch of the airborne spirit that “Old Faithful” is famous for.
I could hardly believe my luck; anyone who has been
involved or followed the development of operations
in Afghanistan will know that being deployed as part
of an OMLT is, arguably, one of the most desirable
jobs available in Afghanistan. The concept was
started by the Brits a few years ago and essentially
involves being deployed side by side with Units from
the Afghan Army, teaching, coaching and mentoring
them on operations against the Taliban and amongst
the people of Afghanistan. The development of the
Afghan Army is seen as the exit strategy for NATO
troops from Afghanistan and the quickest way to do
that is to put coalition troops in to fight along side
them, showing them how to do it and providing offensive support, communications, mobility and logistics at the same time. The US, Brits and Dutch have
been doing it for a while and Australia had just
started to commit to the idea of doing likewise. This
type of concept will be nothing new to the old and
bold with knowledge of the Australian Training
Teams in Vietnam however for the modern soldier
the idea of actually mentoring on the battlefield and
not just training in barracks is a big step away from
what we have done in recent years in Iraq and Timor.
Although the fundamentals of our jobs would be
similar WO2 Groves and I would have a uniquely
different experience. He would mentor an ANA Infantry Company Sergeants Major living and working
from very austere conditions at a Patrol Base in the
Baluchi Valley whilst I would be mentoring an ANA
Battalion Operations Officer based in the slightly
more palatial surrounds of the main Forward OperatRAR Foundation
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ing Base, FOB Ripley, in Tarin Kowt. By more palatial I mean we had running water and three hot meals
a day where as in the Patrol bases it was burning shit
and whatever the one cook could come up with
whenever the resupply got through. Despite the lack
of some creature comforts the lack of hierarchy and
military rules and regulations was a distinct pleasure
in the patrol bases and one that every true soldier
amongst the readers of this article would appreciate
and choose every time.
WO2 Groves describes his experiences of living and
working with the ANA in Patrol Base Baluchi below.
“I was very fortunate to be selected to deploy to Afghanistan with 1RAR half way through their tour of
duty as a replacement for a WO2 getting posted out
of the Unit. As 3RAR’s training year was coming to
an end I was able to convince the Boss to let me go
following in the footsteps of CAPT Newton who had
deserted the Company earlier in the year.
I arrived in Patrol Base Buman in late November
and joined an experienced and settled OMLT that
had been together since early June. They were sharing the patrol base with members of the 3rd Company, 2nd Kandak, 4th ANA Brigade. My first day
consisted of a number of briefs from the boss and an
introduction to the lads that made up the OMLT.
This included some considerable time discussing the
ever increasing threat to our patrols of IED attacks
and how we could best avoid them. Day two saw me
conduct my first patrol with the Boss leading and
myself mentoring the Afghan Company Sergeant Major. The main effort for this patrol was to familiarise
me with the AO and meet the key players of the local
villages. These people would be crucial to our success and it was important to promote the Afghan
Army as being a safe and stable alternate option to
the other key powerbrokers in the area, the Taliban.
From there things got cracking. Each day saw a different patrol or problem present itself with the members of the OMLT and the Afghans always able to
find a solution. It was my first time working with
members form the 1st Battalion, and all proved to be
exceptional soldiers many times over during the deployment. Daily routine consisted of a combined
ANA / Australian patrol for a period of about 4
hours over a distance of about 8-10 kilometres. This
was however constantly changed with the longest
dismounted patrol covering some 20 kilometres over
14 – 16 hours. Once the patrol had concluded it was
time for the cook to shine. The cook usually supplied
two fresh meals a day for the Team which the lads
really appreciated. The cook even left the wire once,
travelling 20 metres outside to retrieve the rations

from the chopper. Unfortunately he fell off the back
of the vehicle on the way back in and was subsequently banned from ever leaving the wire again.
PB Buman is situated on high ground with a dominating position where the desert meets the cultivated
and populated ‘green zone’. It provided the ANA a
good base to work from and more importantly also
allows the OMLT to live, eat and interact with them
whilst being able to conduct patrols straight into the
heart of the population. It also facilitates and fosters
harmonious relationships with all of the ANA Company that we were mentoring from the ANA Company Commander all the way down to the new PTE
that has just arrived. Whether it is playing volleyball
of an afternoon or conducting planning for future
tasks everything we did had operational value and
contributed to the development of the ANA as an effective force.
As well as working with the ANA I was also able to
work with Dutch forces on a regular basis. The
Dutch conduct business very different to us and I
found it challenging and rewarding working with
them. The main effort however was always the mentoring of the Afghanistan National Army. Cultural
differences were always an obstacle to be overcome
but in the end we all proved to be soldiers fighting a
common enemy. The OMLT did extremely well in
achieving and improving the ANA in a vast array of
skills. These included mundane tasks like maintenance days for the PB all the way up to and including offensive operations. The ANA continued to surprise us with their ability to adapt to the situation
and then apply a logical and informed solution. It
was no surprise that all of the Australian soldiers
were somewhat saddened at leaving their Afghan
colleagues after over six months of living and fighting together. For us it was home and well earned
rest away from the privations of patrol base life but
for them the prospect of many more years of fighting
was a burden that they accepted unshrinkingly in
their usual hardened manner.”
The OMLT that I was joining was designated a
Combat Support OMLT designed to mentor the 4th
Kandak of the 4th Brigade, 205 Hero Corps based in
Tarin Kowt, Orzugan Province. A Kandak is a Battalion sized organisation traditionally made up of
three Rifle Companies and a HQ Company. The 4th
Kandak was different in that it was made up of a Reconnaissance, Engineer and Artillery Company providing specialist manoeuvre capability to the Brigade
Commander. At least that is what it had on paper!
Our OMLT was made up of 69 personnel from
RAR Foundation
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across the various Corps and trades of the Army. The
Recon Coy mentors were predominantly Infantry
from 1RAR with some armoured recon specialists
from BSqn 3/4Cavalry Regiment. The Engineer mentors were drawn from 3 Combat Engineer Regiment
and provided specialists in construction, search and
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD). Artillery mentors came from 4th Field Battery including airborne
gunners from A Battery. Across the headquarters element there were Officers from Intelligence Corps,
Artillery, RAEME, RAOC and Signals to provide
advice and mentoring across all of the functions in
combat. Added to the mix were eight Protected Mobility Vehicle (PMV) crews from B Sqn 3 / 4Cavalry
Regiment to give us integral lift capability and the
essential protection we would need to get out and do
our job against the ever increasing threat of road-side
Improvised Explosive Devices (IED). Bringing this
motley crew together and tasked with being able to
harness its many capabilities were an Infantry OC
and Sergeant Major with me as the Second in Command and Operations Officer.
Now to me as recent lateral recruit from the Royal
Marines and having only served with the airborne
hero’s of 3RAR since I joined the Australian Army
this amalgamation of people and backgrounds was
the first highlight of many to come on the trip. I say
‘highlight’ maybe ‘interesting’ would be a better
word to use. It was fascinating to see how the different elements approached the training we were to undertake which I must say was predominantly Infantry
based. The engineers approached everything with
relaxed “darb’ in mouth attitude and managed to turn
every training serial around to what they could find to
‘blow in place’ and how much ‘bang’ would work.
The Artillery blokes on the other hand didn’t even get
to this stage; if they couldn’t drop at least a 105
round on something then it wasn’t worth worrying
about. For the infantry blokes it was all about how
much kit they could carry on their webbing and how
many lasers and sights they could strap to their weapons. The Cavalry blokes watched all this action and
industry with quiet amusement from the comfort of
their air-conditioned vehicles venturing outside only
to light up the gas stove and make yet another brew!
Differences aside we came together as a Company in
our own right under the watchful eye of the OC and
CSM and our many differences were to provide the
perfect balance for the varied types of operations we
conducted with the Afghans.
When we arrived in Tarin Kowt we found that the 4th
Kandak was actually already being mentored by a
few Dutch soldiers who were able to pass on some
knowledge to us before they headed for home. The

hard work that was to come was demonstrated all too
clearly for us when one of the Dutch Engineer mentors was killed when his vehicle hit an IED during a
mentored patrol just days before they were due to
head home. A cold but timely reminder for those that
needed it of the dangers we would face.
The Reconnaissance Company was more like a Platoon and was a hand-picked bunch of the best soldiers from across the Brigade. The soldiers did appear to be slightly more motivated and better trained
than many of their counterparts but it was hard to
assess their effectiveness on operations as the Brigade Commander was very reluctant to let them out
of his sight preferring to keep them as his own dedicated reserve in case all hell should break loose and
he needed to retake Tarin Kowt. As an OMLT we
spent a lot of time trying to convince the Comd that
there were better ways to employ this force. As was
usually the case the Afghans were to be proven correct several months into our tour when the town descended into chaos with the local police and Army
fighting running battles with each other through the
streets.
The Engineer Company was probably the most effective capability in the entire Brigade having received
informal mentoring over the past few years from previous Australian Engineer rotations. They had been
taught basic construction skills that, combined with a
fantastic work ethic when led properly, made them
very effective. It was however their search capability
that was most sought after by coalition forces. Despite limited training and equipment there ability to
notice the absence of the normal and presence of the
abnormal led to many IED and cache finds that could
otherwise have proved costly to coalition and civilian
lives.
The Artillery capability was in its infancy to say the
least. Despite information to the contrary prior to our
arrival they did actually have some guns, three
105mm D-30s, the AK47 of the artillery world, in
various states or repair. Their training ranged form
those that had been trained in Soviet artillery tactics
during the Russian occupation and those that paraded
with the Artillery Company as it seemed like a better
option than being in the infantry. It was to be a long
uphill battle for the artillery mentors to rectify such
problems as well as trying to teach a complex technical skill through the conduit of an 18 year old Pashtun interpreter barely able to speak English or Dari
himself.
The remainder of the Kandak was made up of various
random people, some of whom we eventually figured
RAR Foundation
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out were there just to make the Chai, some were there
because they felt like it and some we never figured
out why they were there. The CO was appointed soon
after our arrival which prompted the disappearance of
a very disgruntled XO soon after. It turned out that
the two commanders were never there at the same
time, conducting a sort of time share arrangement of
leave and work. This settled into a pattern of a period
when we could get things done and make progress
through a willing and workable CO to a period of
complete disruption and regression when the unworkable XO was in charge. The Afghan culture permeates the Army in this respect with very little use of
the chain of command. Everything is deferred to the
senior commander and he makes all the decisions.
This was just one example of the type of frustration
that all members of the OMLT had to overcome and
we learnt early that a relaxed approached to our work
complemented with plenty of Chai drinking sessions

US and Australian regular and Special Forces units.
Previous convoys had been significantly interfered
with by insurgent forces during the eighteen hour
drive to Kandahar and both the Afghans and Dutch
Units involved had suffered significant losses of both
personnel and equipment. As an OMLT we were to
mentor the 4th Kandak through two of these operations and it was a real pleasure to see the improvement that the soldiers made in both their individual
and collective skills from the first to the second convoy. It proved that with the right balance of teaching,
coaching and mentoring the Afghan Army is improving and will get to where the coalition wants it to be
before we can consider withdrawing our support.
It was pleasing to see that as the 1RAR BG gradually
wound down at the end of our tour our replacements
from 6RAR had brought with them yet more mentoring teams to continue and expand on the good work
that had gone before them. Hopefully many more
Australian soldiers will get to experience this unique
job conducted in the most demanding of situations.

5 RAR
Commanding Officer: LTCOL Daren Huxley
RSM: WO1 Craig Howe
Contributor: LT Jonathan Sullivan
Home Base: Palmerston NT

Company administrative leaguer Cultana SA

discussing everything other than operations was
sometimes the only way to build relationships and get
things done. We had to learn the Afghan culture
quickly and learn how to use it to our advantage. It
appeared that the relaxed Engineer ‘darb in mouth’
attitude was proving to be our most successful line of
operation!
There were to be many highlights of the deployment
and our teams found themselves deployed all over the
area of operations mentoring their specialist skills in
operations alongside other Australian and Dutch
units. Probably our biggest challenge and indeed our
most satisfying achievement came when the 4th Kandak took over responsibility for conducting the Brigade resupply convoy from Tarin Kowt down to Kandahar and back. This was a significant combined
arms operation involving over 100 vehicles, supporting air and engineer assets and involving both Dutch,

It is hard to believe that the 5th Battalion is again
ramping up in preparation for another operational
deployment; it seems like only yesterday that the Battalion returned from a successful tour as part of
Timor Leste Battle Group V. In early August the Battalion complete was finally back in Binh Ba lines for
the first time since March 2008 when a Platoon had
deployed in Support of Timor Leste Battle Group IV.
Plenty of new faces were about with the Battalion
now 690 strong. A quick ‘re-org’ was conducted to
spread the experience and the youth throughout the

The sun sets on the last of 5RAR’s M113A-1 APCs
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companies before training commenced once again.
For the remaining months of 2009 the Battalion
ranged far and wide across the country engaging in a
variety of activities to sharpen its skills for close
combat. The first major training activity saw Charlie
Company responsible for the remediation of our
mechanised warfighting skills. These skills were put
to the test when the company deployed as the Opposition Force as part of the 1st Brigade’s support to
Exercise TALISMAN SABRE 09 at Shoalwater Bay.
Both Bravo and Charlie then participated in Exercise
PREDATORS GALLOP at Mount Bundey Training
Area. This activity saw the sub-units rotate through a
series of testing stands at both platoon and company
level involving route clearance, search and destroy,
urban clearance, and delay / defence scenarios.
Despite exercising far and wide, the Battalion also
fought hard on their home turf. Both the AFL and
Rugby Union sides defeated their arch rivals from
the 7th Battalion in the Brigade sports finals. These
wins, assisted by other good performances in the Brigade swimming and crossing country carnivals,
helped the 5th Battalion secure the converted 1st Brigade Sporting Championship for 2009.

RCB 89 on Ex Harringaroo

While the second half of 2009 saw the 5th Battalion
training hard all over the country, the first half of
2010 saw the Battalion training hard all over the
world. After a short period of lead-up training Charlie, followed by Delta Company, deployed to Cultana
Training Area in South Australia for Exercise
SOUTHERN REACH. Both companies trained extensively on Home Base: Townsville
Al; snap Vehicle Check Points, Counter Improvised
Explosive Device (IED) drills, convoy protection,
and Vital Point drills with the M113. This training
culminated in the Battalion’s inter-platoon competition, the Quintus Cup, consisting of a total 48 hours
of dismounted and mounted vehicle operations and a
Platoon live fire battle run. This exercise ended up

The winning 1st Brigade military skills team from 5RAR

being the last hit out of the indomitable M113A1
Armoured Personnel Carriers (APC) assigned to
5RAR. The M113 carrier has a long and proud history since they were first introduced in 1965. After
45 years of service to the nation, and after serving
with 5RAR in theatres like Vietnam and East Timor,
it was appropriate that the Battalion exercise these
A1 machines one last time before they returned to
Bandiana in Victoria for refit and re-introduction into
service as the M113AS4.
While the bulk to the Battalion had been training
hard in the mechanised role, Bravo Company was
training hard in the jungles of Malaysia. Following
pre-deployment preparation, and its arrival in Malaysia on 30 Jan 10, the newly formed RCB 89 commenced a high tempo training program, designed to
enhance its close country warfighting skills. This
included small arms ranges at Gurun, urban training
in Singapore and jungle fun in Pulada. The culmination of the training was the conduct of conventional
operations as a combat team within a Malaysian battle group. The company also represented Australia at
the ANZAC Day memorial services in Thailand, Singapore, Brunei and Malaysia.
With the return of Bravo Company in May, all riflemen in the Battalion embarked on the final phase of
foundation warfighting training with each company
rotating through a High Explosive weapons week,
Electronic Counter Measure and Explosive Hazard
Awareness training. In late May the Battalion put its
paw on its road to war and commenced courses in
Bushmaster Driver/Crew Commander, Combat First
Aid, Dari and Pashtu Language, Counter Insurgency,
Sniper and Mortars. Backing up a victorious 2009,
the Battalion Rugby team started 2010 extremely
successfully taking out the Kapooka 10’s competition. The Battalion also won the Brigade Military
Skills Competition that was conducted at Robertson
RAR Foundation
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Barracks in tough environmental conditions.
On 1 July 5RAR formed Battle Group Tiger to prepare MTF2 for operations with force elements from
all units in the 1st Brigade including a squadron from
the 2nd Cavalry Regiment and the 1st Combat Engineer Regiment. The Battle Group has plunged into
mission specific training for Afghanistan and eagerly
awaits its mission rehearsal and relief in place with
6RAR.
Overall the 5th Battalion has had an extremely busy
and prosperous twelve months. Through training and
representational duties members of the Battalion have
demonstrated the mission focus, combat readiness
and fierce loyalty that are the hallmarks of the Tiger
Battalion. Duty First.

6 RAR
Commanding Officer: LTCOL Mark Jennings
RSM: WO1 Brett Brown
Home Base: Enoggera
On operations. See Regimental Colonel’s Message
and Foundation Secretary’s Note

7 RAR
Commanding Officer: LTCOL Michael Garraway
RSM: WO1 Richard Verrall
Home Base: Robertson Barracks, NT
Contributor: CO

CPL Mark Krajina receiving the 1 Brigade Obstacle
Course trophy from BRIG McLachlan

2010 has been a year to focus on three things: the
development of the mechanised capability, providing
support to 5RAR as they prepare for operations, and
most importantly, getting ready for the move to
Horseshoe Lines in the Edinburgh Defence Precinct,
in Adelaide.

M113AS4 at Cultana on the 7RAR Drivers’ Course

The mechanised capability took a leap forward in
2009 with the introduction into the Battalion of the
M113AS4. The additional armour, extra space and
more advanced weapon sighting system are a significant enhancement to its firepower and protection.
Mechanically the M113AS4 is a generation ahead of
its predecessor, the non-technical servicing regime
has been reduced significantly; the M113AS4 is quieter, faster, and more reliable. The Battalion holds
just over 40 variants and is looking forward to receiving a full Battalion fleet. Conversion courses and
field training conducted throughout the Battalion
have ensured that the capability is harnessed, and that
7RAR on the way to maintaining a deployable
mechanised force.
The 2010 training year has been somewhat restricted.
2010 has seen the longest wet season in recent history, forcing the companies to maximise training in
barracks and compete with other brigade units for the
close training area. Some respite from the wet was
achieved at Cultana in the initial months, providing
the opportunity to train M113 drivers. Good use was
made of the local simulation centre for the training of
the M113 crews; Steel Beasts and VBS being used in
lieu of a dry field training area for crews, but credit
must go the JNCOs and the men for maintaining their
focus in trying circumstances, concentrating on individual through to dismounted platoon level skills.
After a break in the weather, 7RAR finally commenced firing APCs at Mt Bundy in June and commenced collective training in July. From here we will
commit a Mech Company to the 1st Armoured Regiment led Combined Arms Battle Group for the 1 Brigade CATA and Ex HAMEL.
With 5RAR busy in preparation to take up MTF2,
7RAR is committed to supporting our brother Battalion. To date, a number of 7RAR officers and NCOs
have been detached to reinforce Battle Group Tiger,
and 7RAR will commit itself to supporting 5RAR’s
training, returning the favour shown to by 5RAR to
RAR Foundation
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7RAR in its preparation for MRTF1 in 2008. 7RAR
has also committed a platoon sized group of soldiers
and JNCOs to operate Bushmasters in various Special Operations Task Group rotations and is now in
the process of forming a platoon sized group to reinforce the Timor Leste Task Group.
The most important task for 7RAR at this time, however, is its preparation for the move to Edinburgh,
South Australia. This relocation will see the Battalion and its attachments settle in brand new barracks,
purpose built for a mechanised infantry battalion and
support arms and services. This movement will commence by the end of the calendar year, with the majority of families moving over the traditional posting
period, and the majority of single live-in members
moving in groups in mid January. It is anticipated
that the Battalion will be settled in Edinburgh by
early February 2011.
The facilities at Edinburgh include hangars for the
AFVs, workshops, mechanised driver training areas,
urban and night-fighting facilities as well the most up
to date WTSS. Most importantly 7RAR’s capability
will no longer be at the mercy of the NT Wet Season.
The relocation also provides an excellent footprint in
the south for the remainder of the Brigade, who can
regroup very effectively utilising the Darwin – Adelaide rail link. The relocation will provide an additional posting opportunity for 1st Brigade members
in one of Australia’s more liveable cities, and will
harness many of the savings the ADF seeks in the
creation of super-bases.
Our relocation to Adelaide will see the next step in
the growth of the Battalion’s structure. Support Company will be established from early 2011, and additional positions in Administration Company and Battalion Headquarters will be filled enabling 7RAR to
further develop its capability.

As well as 7RAR, the Edinburgh Defence Precinct
will also be occupied by various supporting subunits; 102 (Coral) Battery from the 8th/12th Medium
Regiment, a logistic company from the 1st Combat
Service Support Battalion will relocate with 7RAR,
and a Combat Engineer Squadron from the 1st Combat Engineer Regiment will also make the move in
2012. Other elements will also relocate, including
organisations such as the SA Detachment of the Warrant Officer and Non Commissioned Officer Academy. This will see the Army presence in Edinburgh
grow to over 1100 personnel by 2014 and place the
Pig Battalion in a very competitive position.

8/9 RAR
Commanding Officer: LTCOL Simon Stuart
RSM: WO1 Ian D’Arcy
Home Base: Gallipoli Barracks, Enoggera
On operations. See Regimental Colonel’s Message
and Foundation Secretary’s Note

SCHOOL OF INFANTRY
CO/CI: LTCOL Andrew Lowe
RSM: WO1 David Welsh
Home Base: Singleton
Contributor: LT Luke Damon
The Australian Army’s Future Land Operating Concept Adaptive Campaigning 2009 ensures that our
land forces are suitably prepared to win the land battle now and in the future. Ensuring that they meet the
needs of Adaptive Campaigning, the Section Commanders of Rifleman Wing at the School of Infantry
instruct and mentor their trainees on lessons from the
past combined with the skills to win in the contemporary operating environment. The training of Infantry
soldiers to go to Infantry Battalions going to war, is
the School Of Infantry’s main effort.

Aerial photograph as at mid June and an artist’s impression of Horseshoe Lines, with the 7RAR facilities on the left
and supporting sub-units on the right
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Rifleman Wing Training

The Australian Army’s Regimental Infantry Operations Platoon (RIOP) Course, commonly known as
Initial Employment Training (IET), is currently a 13
week package that prepares future Infantrymen for
employment in a fire team as part of Infantry Battalion Modernisation. Foundation training involves: the
mastery of individual, crew served and high explosive weapon systems; the conduct of offensive, defensive and stability operations in conventional and
rural environments; and each soldier will leave the
Wing as an exponent of Military Self Defence. The
section commander culminates training with a week
long live fire exercise followed by commanding his
section over a 20 km endurance activity called Exercise HARD CORPS. This final activity tests the prospective Infantryman’s courage, initiative, teamwork
and competence in the basic service skills learned
during the 13 weeks of training.

The current operational theatre presents numerous
variations of complex warfare which demands that
soldiers are flexible, agile, resilient, responsive and
robust. The Section Commander, drawn from the best
junior non commissioned officers our Infantry Battalions have to offer, do much more than train skills.
They also focus on the requisite knowledge and attitude that ensures our current and next generation of
warriors are able to act within the auspices of mission
command; act, sense, decide and adapt to deal with a
given situation and make appropriate decisions to
ensure that they seek out and close with the enemy in
close combat. As such, the Section Commander at
Rifleman Wing confronts his section daily with tiered
physically demanding training punctuated with milestones while ensuring that soldiers are mentally prepared for the rigours of close combat. This is
achieved simply through the conduct of hard training,
fair decisions and an environment of positive reinforcement.
The Infantryman continues to prove that he is an innovative force that can adapt to current and future
conflicts through tough training, shared hardships,
lessons learned and an understanding of the contemporary operating environment. Past, current and future theatres of operation demand a superior level of
soldier in order to win the close fight. Our Rifleman
Wing Section Commander are leading, training and
mentoring their Sections to meet the demands and
high expectations of the Battalions of the Royal Australian Regiment.

Courtesy 1RAR
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LIFE GOVERNORS 2010
2/32ndBn AIF Assn
2/22ndBn AIF Assn
* 8 RAR Assn
* 2 RAR Assn
* 9 RAR Assn
* RAR Assn Qld
* RAR Assn NT
Maj Gen P J Abigail
Lt Col C J Adamson
The late Mr R A Anderson
Capt W McI Anderson
The late Col J D Andrew
* Mr Alan Ang
Brig C G Appleton
Maj Gen P M Arnison
Pte B G Arnold
WO1 D M Ashley
Col W J Austin
Lt Col G M Bagot
Pte R A Bailey
Capt W D Baker
Pte J C Baldwin
LCpl D Barnett
*LtCol M B Bassingthwaighte
* Sgt B A Bates
Capt J D Bathgate
Bro J S Belmonte
Gen Sir Phillip Bennett
WO2 J M Bennett
Maj S N Bernardo
Maj A R Birch
Lt Col M J Birtles
Lt Col J P Blain
Maj Gen M P Blake
Col J Blaxland
Mr D J Blazely
Mr W Bolton
The late Mr S Bombell
Brig M D Bornholt
Maj S Boscato
Lt Col H Bowman
Maj S W Brain
The late Mr J R Brazell
Pte M Brennan
Col R Brett
Mr R J Briggs
Capt J Brook
Mr N Brown
Capt M S Bunker
SSgt R A Bunting
Maj R N Bushby
Col I J Cahill
Lt Col M J Callan
WO2 J Callcott
Pte M J Cameron
Lt Col A J Campbell
Lt Col I T Campbell
Pte D P Carrick
Col M J Carroll
Mr W E R Carter
* Capt P M Carter
Pte M L Casey
* Pte G T Castro
Col S F Caughey
The late Col D A Chinn
Lt Col E A Chitham
Col J M Church
The late Col L G Clark
The late Pte J M Clark
Lt Col D S Clarke
Pte S A Clarke
Cmdr D E Clinch

Maj Gen A Clunies-Ross
WO1 G A Cochrane
Brig F K Cole
* Pte R S Condon
Maj Gen J M Connolly
The late Mr C L Constable
Capt D A Cook
Pte R Cooper
The late Hon. D Corcoran
Capt G J S Cornelia
Gen P J Cosgrove
Lt Col S Crafter
Capt S N Croft
WO2 R T Crooks
Maj G A Crosland
* Maj M A Coutts
Late Rev Mons G A Cudmore
* Maj R Curtis
Pte A R Cuthbert
The late Col P D D'Arcy
Late Lt Gen Sir Thomas Daly
Maj T Daniels
WO1 J J Daniels
Lt Col J E Davidson
L/Cpl A Dean
The late Mr F W Dean
Maj M DeFina
Brig John P A Deighton
Col P Desmond
Col J C Dittmar
Pte O S Doig
Pte C C Donaghue
Capt J M Donohoe
* Mr R J Doolan
Mr W F Douglass
* WO2 G G Doyle
Lt Col C H Ducker
The late Mr H Dunkley
Brig S J Dunn
The late Col C H A East
Mrs Shirley East
Lt Col A J Egan
* Pte D R Ejlak
Col M Elliott
Brig J Essex-Clark
* Lt Gen M Evans
* Pte K Fabreschi
WO2 A J Feige
WO2 J G Ferguson
Maj C A Field
Col A Findlay
Capt J A Finger
HE The Hon T A Fischer
Maj M P Flanagan
Sgt S D Flatman
Mr P J Flower
Col Q L Flowers
William J Forrest
The late WO B W Foster
Capt J T Frankcombe
Lt Col D G Franklin
Pte J J Franklin
Maj K S Fraser
Pte T J Freitag
Col J J Frewen
Lt Col S L Gabriel
WO1 W J Gall
Lt Col A D Gallaway
Maj Z Gamble
Maj M E Garraway
Pte S Garritty
Pte A G Gawne

Maj R I George
The late Mr E Giffin
Pte B Gillard
WO1 A B Gillman
Lt Col S C Goddard
The late Lt Col J B Godwin
Col D V Goldsmith
Maj G Goldsmith
Col M S Goodyer
Maj D H Gosman
Brig S C Gould
* Capt P W Graham
Col P N Greenhalgh
Capt K V Greenwood
Maj P G Greive
Brig L R Greville
Lt Col I M Guild
Maj P F Ham
Maj G R Hansen
Lt Col J C Harding
WO2 L J Hart
The late Gen Sir Francis Hassett
The late Col J B Healy
Maj K D Heany
Brig I J C Hearn
WO2 D M Heaslip
Maj L Helmrich
Pte J A Hill
Lt Col H P Hoebee
Cpl R Hogno
Capt J Hohnen
Brig T H Holland
Maj S W Holmes
Pte S E Hopkins
* Prof D M Horner
Maj Gen B W Howard
Sgt G Howard
Maj Gen J C Hughes
The late Maj Gen R L Hughes
WO1 G L Hughes
Lt Gen D J Hurley
Col J M Hutcheson
The late Brig O D Jackson
Maj Gen W B James
Lt Col B N James
Mr A James
Lt Col T D R James
Maj Gen P M Jeffery
Capt C A Johnson
Lt Col C A Johnston
* Pte D Johnston
* Pte Declan Jones
Lt Col J Joycey
Maj Gen M J Keating
Maj G M Keating
Maj Gen M A Kelly
Pte S Kempe
Sgt G J Kermode
Pte W B Kidd
Lt Col D J Kilcullen
Mr K M Kipping
Maj G M Knowles
Pte L M Krause
Pte C G Lacey
The late Col H M Lander
Pte Landt-Isley
Col J O Langtry
Capt D P Lea
Lt Gen P F Leahy
Lt Col M D Lean
Col P Leeson
Maj E P Lenaghan
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* Lt Col A D Lowe
Capt D D Lowson
Pte K M Lynch
Lt Col I B Mackay
The late Col D J Mannett
Pte A P Marks
* Capt J Martin
Mr C J Mayhew
Mr L McAulay
Capt M K McBride
Maj J F McCaffery
Maj D McCammon
The late Lt Col A McCann
Capt N McCarthy
The late Lt Col E M McCormick
* Mr D McDaniel
The late Lt Col K V McDermott
* Maj M R McFarland
Lt Col G J McKay
Pte R McKenna
Lt Col D K McKerral
* Pte E McLachlan
Cpl A J K McNeil
Pte J McNeilly
Col D J Mead
Mr T J Meissner
Pte A P Middleton
Lt Col C G Miles
Maj A C Mitchell-Taylor
Maj Gen J Molan
Mrs P Montgomerie
The late Maj R J Moran
Pte M Morris
Late MajGen A L Morrison
MajGen D L Morrison
Lt Col M C Morrison
The late Brig W J Morrow
Capt C Moss
Lt Col M Mumford
Father Glynn Murphy
Lt Col M J Musgrave
Late LtCol The Hon K E Newman
Maj Gen M P J O’Brien
Lt Col B S O’Dowd
Mr Robert J O’Neill
Mr J D O’Shea
Lt Col E J O’Sullivan
Mr Peter Oldham
Capt R U Omagi
Sgt J P Osborne
* LCpl A N Osis
Pte D L Pate
Lt Col J Patten-Richins
AVM J A Paule
Maj S A Peachey
Maj K G Pearce
Lt Col M B Pears
Lt Col A T Pembroke
* LCpl L Perkins
* LCpl M C Pettett
Brig E F Pfitzner
Maj Gen P R Phillips
Capt M J Phillips
WO1 S L Podobnik
The lateLt Col H W Pope
Pte B Potter

* Cpl D Powell
Maj I S A Power
Pte S Preston
LCpl J L Prewett
Maj P F Prickett
Capt B A Pronk
Mr T E Prosser
Father P J Quilty
Pte J Quinn
Maj T Ramage
Capt A J Rankin
Maj D Read
Pte J A Reece
WO2 R M Rees
Mr G Reidy
WO2 M Rice
Lt Col I J Robinson
Pte M J Robinson
WO2 A P Rogers
Pte M A Rogers
Cpl C E Rohse
Lt Col J B Rowland
Lt Col M A Rozzoli
Lt Col J C Rule
WO1 C W Russell
The late WO1 B M Ryan
WO1 K M Ryan
Mr D Sabben
Col R A Sayce
Maj P A Scanlan
Pte O J Scanlon
Lt Col A M Schaper
Maj K W Scheuermann
Sgt R A Schrader
Brig B A Scott
Sgt A Scott
WO1 Jack Selmes
Very Rev Andrew Sempell
* Brig J J Sengelman
Brig D G Sharp
WO1 J R Sheahan
Brig J A Sheldrick
Brig J J Shelton
* Cpl J Shirdon
Maj D A Siggers
Lt Col J A Simeoni
The late Brig M B Simkin
Col T A Simkin
Col P K Singh
Mr M Skennar
* Mr R Slater
Capt T S Slatter
Mr P Slattery
Maj Gen N R Smethurst
Mr David R.Smith
Mr K A Smith
Maj Gen M G Smith
WO1 R E Smith
Brig S L Smith
Capt J M B Smith
Maj B A Smith
* Lt J D Smith
* Lt Col C R Smith
* Lt Col D J Smith
* Mr I B Smith
Maj A M F Somerville

Maj D M Sommers
Pte J N Sorraghan
Capt G R Sowiak
Capt R Spackman
Capt A E Sparkes
Maj P G Stammers
* Pte S Steer
Maj M W Stevens
Lt Col John M Stewart
Maj L A Stewart
Lt Col W B Stothart
Maj Gen A B Stretton
Mr John Stringfellow
Capt C Stuart
Lt Col S Stuart
Lt S G Sullivan
Pte D B Sullivan
The late Col R Sutton
Mr J Swain
Mr C H Swinbourn
Chap H M Swinbourn
Pte A J Taylor
Lt Col I C Teague
The late Mr H Tedaldi
WO2 J C Thies
Col N L Thompson
WO1 W T C Thompson
Brig The Hon. D Thomson
Col R A Tiller
The late Col C M Townsend
Lt Col A K Treble
Capt M Tull
The late Mr K G Turbayne
Maj K P J Tyrrell
Col N J Underwood
Capt A B Vanden Hengel
WO2 R S Varcoe
Mr A R Vockler
Mr M von Berg
Col G R Wainwright
Maj J C Walters
WO1 S C Ward
Mr J Watt
Brig N H Weekes
The late Brig S P Weir
Maj R W Weir
Lt Col N W Welch
WO1 D J Welsh
Mr L V Westende
Sgt D L Wilkins
Capt M J Williams
Maj Gen S V L Willis
Maj Gen R G Wilson
Women’s Auxiliary, Wollongong RSL
Pte M D Wood
Capt S E Wood
Sgt M S Woodney
WO K J Woods
Mr E Woodward
Capt B L Woolmer
Sgt J J Wootton
Capt J Worthington
Capt A C Zimmerle
* Appointed since 2009 Newsletter

Valhalla-Vale
We wish to acknowledge the passing of WO2 BMN Ryan, Mr CL Constable and Mr S Bombell who for a
number of years have made a major contribution to the Foundation.
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